Why I am NOT a Mormon
By: David A. Sargent
I read all kinds of stuff: if I want to know the TRUTH about Mormonism I READ
THEIR BOOK: when they come to visit: I set them down and open my Book Of Moron
(BOM) and they see how MARKED UP it is, they get nervous. I show them the
ERRORS about the BOM like:
The FACT that is SAYS it was written in Egyptian in at lease three different passages:
yet there are not any Egyptian transliterated words; however, there ARE transliterated
Greek & Hebrew words: how is this POSSIBLE given it is a translation from Egyptian?
They have no answer!
Another issue I point out to them is that there are whole passages quoted verbatim from a
King James Bible. Now those of us that know something about linguistic know that in
translation you have to add words for the sense in the English, these words were put in
ITALIC in the King's Bible. YET in the BOM we find the exact same words only no
italic. NOW, how did those words GET over there given this is a completely different
translation from some unknown golden plates? They have no answer!
And lastly, the translation done in the Bible especially of proper names was done by
transliteration which means that you take the phonetics of one language and bring that
over using the letters of the new language that SOUND like the original language so: in
the Old Testament a proper name such as יַעֲקב
: yah-ak-o e’), comes out from
Hebrew to English as Jacob: however in the New Testament the transliteration from
Hebrew to Greek ’Ιάκωβος and then into English renders as James By lter tion ’Ιακώβ
as Jacob nevertheless they are the same word in Greek; ש ַַע
ֻׂ ( י ְהֹוYeh wshû : yeh-hoshoo’-ah) Joshua as Jesus (’Ι ο ς: Iēsŏus: ee-ay-sooce’) nd ש ְעי ָה
ַ ְ ( יYesh yâh: yesh-ahe
yaw. OR ש ְעי ָהּו
ַ ְ ( יY sh yâhûw: yesh-ah-y w’-hoo) Isaiah as Esaias
α ας: Hēs ï s:
hay-say-ee’-as), etc. SO, how do we get the proper names of these things showing up in a
book translated from EGYPTIAN? Have you EVER SEEN Egyptian? It is NOT an
alphabetic language: it is a pictorial language (the best example I have that will copy on
FB is: ☺♀☼♣□◙♥♫▫▒
۩), and therefore leaves room for GREAT AND
WIDE SPECULATION IN TRANSLATION: (Egyptian: Hi how are you
doing? I hope you are doing well. Hi Translation: Hi
how are you doing? I hope you are doing well.) Where you would NEVER get an exact
transition etymologically in translation or an exact spelling through transliteration as you
would from Hebrew to English or Greek to English or Hebrew to Greek to English: it
would be altogether DIFFERENT as we have proved between Hebrew and Greek! They
NEVER have an answer for any of these things!
Knowing the TRUTH will ALWAYS reveal the ERROR! Knowing the ABSOLUTE
TRUTH found in the KING JAMES BIBLE will ALWAYS reveal the LIES of
everything ELSE!
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Here is some Egyptian Language on:
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The Book of Mormon is a Hoax!
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